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Nothing in this job description restricts management's right to assign or reassign duties and 

responsibilities to this job at any time. 

DUTIES  Serves as an Accounting Technician for the Dulles Toll Road (DTR), Metropolitan 

Washington Airports Authority (Airports Authority).  Conducts routine daily audits of toll 

revenue by auditing vault and toll collection to ensure proper cash handling. Resolves toll 

collection variance issues with toll collectors and toll customers.  Prepares monthly traffic and 

revenue reports and monthly toll collector variance report and identifies areas requiring 

improvement or investigation. Ensures daily compliance with all Dulles Toll Road cash handling 

and reporting policies and procedures. Performs related functions. 

 

--Monitors and reconciles toll revenue collected and counted through detailed numerical 

analyses; audits toll collectors, coin counting personnel, and vaults in confidential reports and in 

accordance with Dulles Toll Road cash handling and reporting policies and procedures. 

Conducts daily audit of Non-Revenue transactions reported on Collector Summary Report and/or 

Non-Revenue Toll Voucher Report.  

 

--Reviews daily Lead Coin Counter (DTR) Operating Fund Audit Reports and Toll Collector 

Issued Fund (cash bag verification) Reports. Compiles and verifies daily Collected vs. Deposited 

Report. Resolves variances with originating organization. Performs random weekly audit of 

Operating fund.   

 

--Verifies daily deposit sheets by comparing and reconciling against daily bank statement.  

Keeps DTR management informed of daily bank reconciliation and transmits information to the 

Office of Finance.  Collects, counts, tracks, records and deposits all revenue not accounted for in 

Automated Revenue Collection System (ARCS).   

 

--Reconciles daily toll collectors’ overage and shortage and works directly with contracted toll 

collectors to resolve variance issues. Collects shortage from toll collectors within 24 hours after 

notifying the individual. Determines potential fraud based on defined limits and number of 

violations by identified toll collector and consistent with established guidelines. When fraud is 

suspected, notifies Manager, Finance Division (DTR) (Supervisor) and Manager, 

Operations/Technology/Maintenance Division (DTR) of findings. If potential fraud is not 

suspected and the variances are plausible or explainable, records are kept to review in the event 

of reoccurrence. Tracks daily variances using spreadsheets, resolves discrepancies, and prepares 

monthly report.  Attaches the Unusual Occurrences to the Collector Daily Report.  

 

--Researches Toll Road customers’ inquires related to overpaid tolls to identify discrepancies and 

make recommendations to Supervisor.  

 

--Performs daily audit of toll collector activity via reports which are processed nightly on the 

ARCS computer. Collects, edits, and reviews daily reports from Coin Counting Department. 

Compares report data to ensure capture and match of all vault information.  
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--Reviews Unusual Occurrences Reports and identifies unpaid toll tickets. Documents and 

reports discrepancies to Supervisor, and may recommend additional training for individual toll 

collectors with consistent policy/procedural failures.   

 

--Prepares monthly Traffic and Revenue Reports showing violations, non-revenue, and cash 

transactions; monthly report showing variances by each toll collector; documentation of 

investigations into discrepancies; and explanations of variances. Generates daily Traffic Report 

for submission to Virginia Department of Transportation EZ Pass Customer Service Center. 

 

--Recommends system improvements to ARCS by researching and analyzing toll lane activity 

reports. Coordinates with ARCS Help Desk to ensure system is maintained and properly backed 

up; and determines maintenance needs and recommends performance maintenance to Manager, 

Operations/Technology/Maintenance (DTR).  

 

--Conducts Coin Vault clean-up to clear excess coins from vault housings and collect coins for 

record-keeping and deposit. Reports unusually high amounts of coin spillage to contractor’s on-

duty repair technician for correction. Investigates variances found between ARCS and actual 

cash collected as warranted and reports findings to Supervisor. Maintains inventory of all vaults 

in use, in storage, and in for repair in accordance with internal auditing procedures.  

 

--Monitors and assists in the establishment, revision, and implementation of cash handling 

procedures as warranted. Serves as contact for new toll collectors and provides explanations on 

new and existing toll collection procedures to both new and incumbent toll collectors. 

 

--Maintains files of all daily reports, and once per month, boxes the daily folders into individual 

box for Records Retention. Updates Vault Database and Toll Collector Database.  

 

--Works with Airports Authority Audit staff (or contract auditors) in the review of procedures 

used to collect and account for revenues and to establish new procedures to ensure the integrity 

of toll collection activities. 

 

--Communicates and interacts effectively with internal and external business contacts including, 

but not limited to, other members of the unit/team, other Airports Authority employees (such as 

managers, supervisors, professionals, and support staff) and Dulles Toll Road users. 

 

--Uses a computer and (a) modern office suite software (such as MS Office) to communicate 

(email), plan, schedule, word processing, prepare reports and graphics, and manipulate data 

(spreadsheets and databases); (b) enterprise software for revenue reports and other functions; and 

(c) specialty systems/software used in the DTR such as the Automated Revenue Collection 

System (ARCS). 

 

--Operates a motor vehicle to toll booth locations to clean vault housing, attend meetings, and 

perform related functions.  May drive a vehicle in a “chase car” capacity (i.e., accompanies van 

driver as vaults of cash are collected from the toll plazas).   
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--*Performs other duties as assigned.* 

 

Critical features of this job are described under the headings below. They may be subject to 

change through reasonable accommodation or otherwise. 

 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (MQs) 

 

To be rated qualified for this job, an applicant must meet all of the MQs listed below at the time 

of vacancy announcement closure. 

 

1. A high school diploma, a Certificate of General Educational Development (GED), or an 

equivalent combination of education, experience and training. 

 

2. Four years of progressively responsible experience (post high school) to include substantive 

work in most of the DUTIES listed in this job description, including (a) skill in using 

spreadsheets to track and monitor cash accounts and reconcile numeric discrepancies; (b) 

skill in auditing, verifying, and reconciling work conducted by others; (c) knowledge of and 

skill in applying employer-, business- and operation-specific policies, directives, and 

procedures in completing work; and (d) skill in working as part of a team when gathering, 

compiling, and evaluating detailed numeric information from numerous sources.    

 

Education and training beyond what is needed to satisfy MQ 1 above may be substituted for 

up to two of these four years of experience (MQ 2) on a week-to-week basis provided the 

education and training provide evidence of the knowledge, skills and abilities required by 

MQ 2.  One example is an associate’s degree in any field that demonstrates ability to 

successfully perform the DUTIES in this job description, such as those listed in 2(a) through 

2(d) above; it may be substituted for up to two years of the required four years of experience. 

 

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS 

 

The qualifications listed below (if any) are preferred and may be considered in the selection 

process, but are not required to be rated qualified for this job. 

 

1. Associate’s Degree (or higher) in Accounting or Business Administration. 

 

2. Previous experience auditing and reviewing financial reports for discrepancies or 

irregularities. 

 

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND OTHER FACTORS (KSAOs) 

 

The following KSAOs are required for successful performance of this job and are a basis for 

rating and ranking applicants who are found to meet the MQs. Local, Federal, airport industry 

or Airports Authority specific bodies of knowledge listed below may be acquired on the job, 

typically; ability to rapidly acquire them is required at the time of vacancy announcement 

closure. 
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1. Knowledge of established accounting practices, methods and techniques to properly record 

Toll Road revenues, analyze and reconcile discrepancies, and identify potential toll collector 

fraud. 

 

2. Knowledge of Airports Authority and Dulles Toll Road policies and procedures, and the 

ability to select and apply the proper procedures to a specific transaction or situation. 

 

3. Skill in problem solving to select, organize and logically process relevant information 

(verbal, numerical and abstract) to solve a problem. This includes the ability to recognize 

subtle aspects of problems and identify relevant information. An example includes skill in 

balancing daily toll revenue collections by analyzing numeric data and identifying variances 

and causes. 

 

4. Skill in using a computer and (a) modern office suite software (such as MS Office) to 

communicate (email); plan; schedule; word processing; prepare reports and graphics; 

manipulate data (spreadsheets and databases); (b) enterprise software for revenue reports and 

other functions; and (c) specialty systems/software used in the DTR such as the Automated 

Revenue Collection System (ARCS). 

 

5. Skill in oral communication to understand verbal information (including instructions, 

descriptions and ideas) and to express such information verbally so that others will 

understand. This includes ability to encourage oral communication by others. Examples 

include questioning toll collectors to determine explanations for toll collection variances and 

explaining collection procedures to new toll collectors. 

 

6. Skill in written communication to understand written information (including instructions, 

descriptions and ideas) and to express such information in writing so that others will 

understand. Examples include reading policies and procedures and writing brief, factual 

reports. 

 

7. Interpersonal skills to interact effectively with business contacts in a businesslike, customer 

service-oriented, manner.  Examples include  

 

RESPONSIBILITY Is responsible for monitoring and reconciling toll revenue collected and 

counted; auditing toll collectors, coin counting personnel, and vaults through detailed analysis of 

reports and in accordance with Airports Authority and Dulles Toll Road cash handling and 

reporting policies and procedures. Prepares monthly traffic and revenue reports showing 

violations, non-revenue, and cash transactions; monthly report showing variances by each toll  

 

collector; documentation of investigations into discrepancies; and explanations of variances.  

Work ensures the Dulles Toll Road receives and maintains accurate and authenticated toll 

receipts. 
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Reports to the Manager, Finance (Dulles Toll Road) (Supervisor).  Most work flows to the 

incumbent as a result of assigned functions and processes.  Supervisor provides broad objectives 

and policy guidance for recurring assignments; special assignments may be assigned on an ad 

hoc basis to support management initiatives relating to shifting needs or requirements.  

Incumbent plans recurring work steps independently, following established Airports Authority 

policies and procedures and consulting Supervisor when unusual or particularly complex 

problems arise.  Incumbent may make independent decisions such as the resolution of any cash 

discrepancies. Work is typically reviewed in terms of quantity, quality, timeliness, customer 

service, teamwork adherence to guidelines, and other factors, including specific performance 

management requirements. Some work may not be susceptible to immediate review; 

consequently incumbent's work is expected to be accurate, timely, and documented. 

 

Guidelines and references include but are not limited to established Airports Authority policies 

and procedures, Dulles Toll Road policies and procedures, and software manuals. The incumbent 

selects the most appropriate guidelines and uses seasoned judgment to adjust and apply 

guidelines to particular situations and to recommend or develop new policies and procedures as 

needed. 

 

EFFORT Work is primarily sedentary. Sits at desk for extended periods while performing desk 

work or in vehicle when driving to toll booths. Typically exerts light physical effort in 

opening/closing file drawers, retrieving files, and otherwise moving about the office and other Toll 

Road sites to obtain and distribute work materials. May lift boxes of coins weighing 25 - 50 pounds. 

Regularly uses a computer, telephone and other general office equipment.  In driving, operates 

vehicle using judgment in consideration of weather, traffic, and other factors. 

 

WORKING CONDITIONS Works primarily in an adequately lighted, ventilated, and temperature 

controlled environment. May be subject to bugs, reptiles, rodents and other vermin, and water splashing 

from cars when conducting vault inventories/coin-vault clean-ups, and visiting toll booths to clean vault 

housings. 

 

OTHER SIGNIFICANT JOB ASPECTS  None 


